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Overview

• What does extrapolation mean? 

• We already do it (?)

• Reflection paper released Oct 30, 2018

• Expectations



Extrapolation: Definitions

“The action of estimating or concluding something by assuming that 
existing trends will continue or a current method will remain 
applicable.”

“An act or instance of inferring an unknown from something that is 
known.”

“Statistics , Mathematics. The act or process of estimating the value of 
a variable or function outside the tabulated or observed range.”

“A mathematical procedure designed to enable one to estimate 
unknown values of a parameter from known values. A common 
method of extrapolation is to look at data on a curve, then extend the 
curve into regions for which there is no data.

Extrapolation is often used to predict the future.”

https://dictionary.com/browse/parameter


We already do it (?): clinical trials.

Clinical trial
- Not (always) representative.
- Distribution of prognostic

factors different.

Target population



Clinical trials

• “Average” benefit-risk in the trial may not equal “average” 

benefit-risk in the target population.

• Translating results is modeling and partly an act of extrapolation, 

subject to assumptions.

• We know this, and do take that into account.

• A more quantitive approach would make this more informative

and verifiable.



Clinical trials example

Trial in HIV positive patients, with prior antiretroviral treatment (1996/’97).

1156 patients randomized (1:1) to zidovudine + lamivudine (control) or 

control + indinavir.

Primary endpoint: 

First occurrence of AIDS-defining illness or death (within 52 weeks of 

follow-up).



Results from the clinical trial

Characteristic Trial Patients 

(N=1156)

US Population

(N=54,220)

Age group

13-29 9% 34%

30-39 45% 31%

40-49 34% 25%

≥50 13% 10%

Male sex 83% 73%

Race

White, Non-

Hisp

54% 36%

Black, Non-Hisp 28% 46%

Hispanic 18% 18%

Intention-to-treat estimate from the trial:
HR of AIDS or death: 0.51, 95% CI (0.33, 0.77)



Extrapolation to target population

• Further analysis of trial: 

– Older age associated with higher incidence of AIDS or death.

– Male sex nor race were associated.

• Extrapolation to US population:

• Underlying analysis provides unbiased estimate at population level.

Characteristic Hazard Ratio

Population level

95% CI

Age weighted 0.68 0.39, 1.17

Age-sex-race weighted 0.57 0.34, 0.82

Original trial 0.51 0.33, 0.77



Points to consider

• Translation and extrapolation (only) makes sense after efficacy

established in trial.

• It needs a credible prognostic model.

• That could benefit from confirmation (“real world evidence”).

• ……Clear limitations apply:

– Justified based on mechanisms, pharmacology, biology?

– Model specification correct?

– All relevant prognostic factors included?

– ….



Published October 30, 2018.

Peadiatric development has starting point in confirmed adult  efficacy

and safety.

• Reduce the amount of new studies/data needed.

• Increase the evidence base for proper use in children.

• Retain the standard of evidence.



Extrapolation………….

“……extending information and conclusions available from 

studies in one or more subgroups of the patient population 

(source population(s)), or in related conditions or with 

related medicinal products, in order to make inferences for 

another subgroup of the population (target population), or 

condition or product, thus reducing the amount of, or 

general need for, additional evidence generation (types of 

studies, design modifications, number of patients required) 

needed to reach conclusions.”

“While the focus is on extrapolation for the development of 

medicines in children, the underlying principles may be 

extended to other areas. “



Extrapolation………….

Source populationTarget population



Extrapolation framework

Extrapolation Concept

Extrapolation Plan

PK/PD studies

Therapeutic studies

Mitigation of 
uncertainty

Regulatory confirmation



Extrapolation Concept

• Mechanisms.

• Quantitative evidence (synthesis).

• Quantitative Inference to the target population.



Extrapolation Plan

• To complement the information extrapolated from the

source population.

• To confirm the extrapolation concept (quantitatively).

• Extent of data needed in the target population can vary

greatly:

– No (quantitive) extrapolation possible.

– Strongly predictive PK / PD / Clinical outcome relationship



Mitigation of uncertainty

• Pre-authorisation: gaps and uncertainties addressed

sufficiently to decide positive beneft-risk.

• Remaining uncertainties may need to be addressed

post-licensing (e.g. long term effects).

– Same concepts and methods may apply.

– Likely additional limitations in study designs.



Additional considerations

Clinical trials

– In addition to explicit, mechanistic modeling – (Bayesian) 

methods to incorporate prior information can be used.

– Relaxing level of evidence (larger type 1 error, larger

noninferioity margin) can be considered, but needs

(quantitative?) basis as well (skepticism factor).

– Need to have an achievable, important objective on their own.

Learning and confirming become more difficult to disentangle.



Expectations

• The framework will improve quality of the extrapolation

excercise and associated discussion and decision making.

• It wil help in maximizing information from pediatric

development studies, reducing the effort needed.

• Limits to the extent of extrapolation possible will likely

remain, hence the need to adjust level of evidence criteria 

on other grounds.

• We will move to more clearly separating

– “what does the evidence tell us + uncertainty” 

– “what do we decide with which consequences + uncertainty”.


